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  1. Defects in crystals1. Defects in crystals
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                          Edge dislocation Edge dislocation 
(dislocation line // (dislocation line // ττ points out of the page) points out of the page)

    b     b ⊥⊥  τ:  τ:      Glide plane spanned Glide plane spanned by by b b andand    ττ

Burgers circuitBurgers circuit Same Same in in undistorted latticeundistorted lattice
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  Screw dislocation:                  Screw dislocation:                                                    Burgers vector b || Burgers vector b || ττ
  (glide plane includes b and(glide plane includes b and
  any other crystal direction)any other crystal direction)

3500x3500 Å2

Observaciones experimentales

RodrRodrííguez de la guez de la FuenteFuente, UCM, UCM
STM, AuSTM, Au
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•• Dislocations control the mechanical properties of Dislocations control the mechanical properties of
crystals (strength, plastic deformation, growthcrystals (strength, plastic deformation, growth
raterate……) and distort their optoelectronic properties.) and distort their optoelectronic properties.

•• How can they be controlled to improve the How can they be controlled to improve the
properties of materials (semiconductors andproperties of materials (semiconductors and
metals)?metals)?

•• What is the simplest mathematical framework to What is the simplest mathematical framework to
understand dislocation motion, nucleation andunderstand dislocation motion, nucleation and
interaction?interaction?
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 2. Line singularities in elasticity 2. Line singularities in elasticity

Given a dislocation line, solveGiven a dislocation line, solve

••      ∇∇u ~ 1/r, r = distance to dislocation coreu ~ 1/r, r = distance to dislocation core
                      linear elasticity breaks down at core.linear elasticity breaks down at core.
••   u describes atomic arrangement far from core (far field),   u describes atomic arrangement far from core (far field),
        core structure remains unknowncore structure remains unknown..

Continuum Continuum 
          limitlimit

u Displacementu Displacement uutttt--

Navier Navier equations +equations +
Dirac Dirac sources supported bysources supported by
lines representing dislocationslines representing dislocations
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••                                                                            gives gives no information on defect motionno information on defect motion,  the,  the
singularities do not move.singularities do not move.
Reason: the motion and nucleation Reason: the motion and nucleation ofof dislocations is controlled by dislocations is controlled by
the the lattice structurelattice structure, which regularizes the singularity. Spatial, which regularizes the singularity. Spatial
discreteness cannot be neglected.discreteness cannot be neglected.

••  Line singularities in the equations of elasticity (dislocations)  Line singularities in the equations of elasticity (dislocations)
  ~ Line singularities in Euler equations (vortex lines)~ Line singularities in Euler equations (vortex lines)

••    Vortices move in any direction in response to infinitesimalVortices move in any direction in response to infinitesimal
perturbations whereas dislocations only move in the directions ofperturbations whereas dislocations only move in the directions of
the principal the principal crystallographic planescrystallographic planes and when the force in such and when the force in such
direction surpasses a direction surpasses a thresholdthreshold..
••  The equations of elasticity are the equivalent of Euler equations  The equations of elasticity are the equivalent of Euler equations

whereas whereas atomic modelsatomic models are the equivalent of are the equivalent of Navier Navier-Stokes.-Stokes.

uutttt--
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Frank-Van Frank-Van der Merveder Merve, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1949,  , Proc. Roy. Soc., 1949,  Crystal growthCrystal growth
Suzuki, PRB 1967,Suzuki, PRB 1967, Lomdahl  Lomdahl - - Srolovich Srolovich 19861986, , ArizaAriza-Ortiz, ARMA 2005,-Ortiz, ARMA 2005, Carpio  Carpio --
Bonilla, PRL 2003, PRB 2005  Bonilla, PRL 2003, PRB 2005  DislocationsDislocations
MarderMarder, PRL 1993, , PRL 1993, Pla Pla et al, PRB 2000  et al, PRB 2000  Crack propagationCrack propagation

- Need of linear nearest - Need of linear nearest neighbour neighbour modelsmodels
                            ·· reproducing lattice structure and bonds reproducing lattice structure and bonds
                            ·· with cubic, hexagonal with cubic, hexagonal…… elasticity as continuum limit elasticity as continuum limit
  They remove the singularity and produce static defects  They remove the singularity and produce static defects

                    Which combination of                    Which combination of neighbours  neighbours yieldsyields
                     anisotropic elasticity?                     anisotropic elasticity?

-- Need of nonlinearity to restore crystal periodicity, allow  Need of nonlinearity to restore crystal periodicity, allow 
  change of  change of neighbours  neighbours and defect motion and defect motion 

                      Which nonlinearity? A periodic function                      Which nonlinearity? A periodic function

 3.  3. PeriodizedPeriodized discrete elasticity discrete elasticity
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Displacement uDisplacement uii(x(x11,x,x22,x,x33,t), ,t), i=1,2,3i=1,2,3
Stress Stress σσ(x,t), Strain (x,t), Strain εε(x,t)(x,t)
  σσijij==ccijklijklεεklkl, , εεklkl= = 11 ( (∂∂lluukk++∂∂kkuull))
                                                                22
Potential energyPotential energy
   1/2     1/2  ∫∫  ccijkl ijkl εεklkl  εεijij

Navier Navier equationsequations
  ρρuuii

´´´´--  ccijklijkl      ∂∂22 u ukk        = = ffii, ,   i=1,2,3i=1,2,3
                                            ∂∂xxj j ∂∂xxll

Displacement uDisplacement uii(l,m,n,t), (l,m,n,t), i=1,2,3i=1,2,3
DiscreteDiscrete strain  strain εε(l,m,n,t)(l,m,n,t)
        εεklkl= = 11 (g(D (g(D++

lluukk)+g(D)+g(D++
kkuull))))

                          22
Potential energyPotential energy
   1/2   1/2∑∑  ccijkl ijkl εεkl kl εεijij

Discrete equationsDiscrete equations
  mumuii

´´´´--DD--
jj((ccijkl ijkl g(Dg(D++

lluukk)g)g´́(D(D++
jjuuii))=))= f fii,,

      i=1,2,3i=1,2,3

Top down approach   Top down approach   →→   Simple cubic crystal   Simple cubic crystal

g periodic (period=lattice constant), normalized by gg periodic (period=lattice constant), normalized by g´́(0)=1(0)=1
DD++

jj,,
  DD--

jj
  forward andforward and  backward differences in the direction jbackward differences in the direction j

                 D                 D++
22 u u11(l,m,n) = u(l,m,n) = u11(l,m+a,n) - u(l,m+a,n) - u11(l,m,n)(l,m,n)

                 D                 D--
11    uu33(l,m,n) = u(l,m,n) = u33(l,m,n) - u(l,m,n) - u11(l-a,m,n)(l-a,m,n)
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•• The crystal lattice is  The crystal lattice is a a minimizer and minimizer and a a stable equilibriumstable equilibrium
•• Invariant  Invariant by by the relevant crystal symmetriesthe relevant crystal symmetries
•• Nonlinearity is irrelevant  Nonlinearity is irrelevant out out of the cores of defects of the cores of defects (g(x)~x, x (g(x)~x, x smallsmall))

••  Anisotropic elasticity is recovered Anisotropic elasticity is recovered in in the continuum limitthe continuum limit

•• Simplest correction to  Simplest correction to linear linear elasticity allowing for defect motionelasticity allowing for defect motion
•• The periodic function  The periodic function g g avoids relabelling neighbours and restoresavoids relabelling neighbours and restores
 the periodicity of the crystal the periodicity of the crystal

                                                                        i-1     i     i+i-1     i     i+1       1       aa
         j+         j+11                                ••      ••••    ••••      ••••    ••••      ••••      ••••    ••            uuii-1j+1-1j+1= = uuijij+1+1-a-a
         j         j                                      ••        ••        ••        ••        ••        ••        ••                    g(g(uuii-1j+1-1j+1--uuijij)=g()=g(uuijij+1+1--uuijij))
                                                              i-1     i    i+1i-1     i    i+1

••  Crystals with Crystals with a a few defects moving along few defects moving along principal principal crystallographiccrystallographic
planesplanes
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It extends toIt extends to 3D 3D bcc bcc (Fe), (Fe), fcc fcc (Cu), (Cu), zinblenda zinblenda ( (GaAsGaAs),),
diamonddiamond (Si) (Si) or or 2D 2D graphene lattices graphene lattices

The periodic function g is calibrated to produce thresholds The periodic function g is calibrated to produce thresholds 
for motion near measured values.for motion near measured values.
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4.1. 4.1. Static dislocationsStatic dislocations
Strategy:  1) Compute the adequate singular solution of theStrategy:  1) Compute the adequate singular solution of the Navier  Navier 
                                            equations (displacement far field).equations (displacement far field).
                  2) Use it as initial and boundary data in the damped discrete                   2) Use it as initial and boundary data in the damped discrete 
                                              model and let it relax to a static solution as time grows.model and let it relax to a static solution as time grows.
                  3) Rigorous existence results.                  3) Rigorous existence results.

        Edge Edge 
dislocationdislocation

Screw Screw 
dislocationdislocation

4. Nonlinear waves in lattices4. Nonlinear waves in lattices
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Class of functions S:Class of functions S: sequences (u sequences (u11((l,m,nl,m,n), u), u22((l,m,nl,m,n), u), u33((l,m,nl,m,n)) in (Z)) in (Z33))33  
behaving at infinity like singular solutions ofbehaving at infinity like singular solutions of Navier  Navier equations,equations,
with awith a Dirac  Dirac mass supported on the dislocation line as a source.mass supported on the dislocation line as a source.

Static dislocations: Static dislocations: solutions ofsolutions of  DD--
jj((ccijkl ijkl g(Dg(D++

lluukk)g)g´́(D(D++
jjuuii))=0 in the))=0 in the

class of functions S. Two options:class of functions S. Two options:
   a) Minimize the energy on S:    a) Minimize the energy on S: 
                    1/2  1/2  ∑∑  ccijkl ijkl ((g(Dg(D++

lluukk)+g(D)+g(D++
kkuull))))/2/2  ((g(Dg(D++

jjuuii)+g(D)+g(D++
iiuujj))))/2/2

   b) Compute the long time limit of the    b) Compute the long time limit of the overdamped overdamped equations:equations:
                      uui i ´́  --DD--

jj((ccijkl ijkl g(Dg(D++
lluukk)g)g´́(D(D++

jjuuii))=))= f fii, , i=1,2,3i=1,2,3

       in S using the singular solution of       in S using the singular solution of Navier eqs Navier eqs. as initial datum.. as initial datum.
 The spatial operator is  The spatial operator is ‘‘ellipticelliptic’’ near that solution. near that solution.

Outcome: Outcome:   Shape of the dislocation core.Shape of the dislocation core.
                  Threshold for motion: the spatial operator stops being                   Threshold for motion: the spatial operator stops being 
                  elliptic (change of type).                  elliptic (change of type).
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FF

FF

bb

glideglide

4.2. 4.2. Moving  dislocations: traveling wavesMoving  dislocations: traveling waves

(i,j,k+(i,j,k+wwijij))

Screw dislocationsScrew dislocations
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  Traveling edge dislocationTraveling edge dislocation

DisplacementDisplacement Deformed latticeDeformed lattice
 u uijij(t)=u(i-ct,j)(t)=u(i-ct,j)

(i+ (i+ uuijij, j+, j+vvijij))          
F F →→

←←   F F bb
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Interaction of dislocations Interaction of dislocations →→ Interaction of nonlinear waves Interaction of nonlinear waves
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εεklkl= = 11  ((g(Dg(D++
lluukk)+g(D)+g(D++

kkuull))))
       2       2

Variational formulation:

FrieseckeFriesecke--Wattis Wattis (1994)(1994) m um unn´´´´=-V=-V´́(u(un+1n+1-u-unn)-V)-V´́(u(un-1n-1-u-unn))

Properties of the energy? Restrictions on g?Properties of the energy? Restrictions on g?
  (non convex)                        (periodic)  (non convex)                        (periodic)

V´ superlinear, concentrated compactness

                              Min              1/2 Min              1/2 ∫∫dx dx ΣΣn,pn,p  ccijkl ijkl εεkl kl (x,n,p)(x,n,p)  εεij ij (x,n,p)(x,n,p)
1= 1= ∫∫dx dx ΣΣn,p n,p ||uuxx||22  (x,n,p)(x,n,p)
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Numerical continuationNumerical continuation: : Start with perfect latticeStart with perfect lattice, , increase increase FF

A A shear force of strength shear force of strength F  F  is applied is applied in in the the x x direction to direction to a a 
perfect latticeperfect lattice..

(Plans-(Plans-CarpioCarpio-Bonilla, EPL, 2008)-Bonilla, EPL, 2008)

 5. Bifurcation theory for nucleation

              Why are defects nucleated?              Why are defects nucleated?
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3D          2D3D          2D vector            scalarvector            scalar

mm  uuijij´´´´ + +αα  uuijij´́= (= (uuii+1,j+1,j- 2u- 2uijij+ + uuii-1,j-1,j) + A [sin() + A [sin(uuii.j+1.j+1- - uuijij) + sin() + sin(uuii,j-1,j-1- - uuijij    )])]

      uuijij/2/2ππ : :  displacement of atom (i,j) along the x axis  displacement of atom (i,j) along the x axis
    AA:  :  stiffness stiffness ratio,ratio,
  m:    m:  inertia over damping inertia over damping ratioratio

  Continuum limit: scalar elasticity Continuum limit: scalar elasticity uuxxxx  + A + A uuyyyy  = 0= 0..

sin(x)           xsin(x)           x

Assumptions: 2D cubic lattice, only displacements in the xAssumptions: 2D cubic lattice, only displacements in the x
                        direction are relevant                        direction are relevant
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Nonlinear shear strain  2Nonlinear shear strain  2εε1212(i,j) = (i,j) =   sin(usin(ui,j+1i,j+1--uuijij)  (~ )  (~ ∂∂u/u/∂∂y)y)
Moving strain-stress concentrationsMoving strain-stress concentrations
Different patterns depending on the way F is increasedDifferent patterns depending on the way F is increased
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Moving stress Moving stress concetrations concetrations correspond to nucleationcorrespond to nucleation
and splitting of edge dislocation dipolesand splitting of edge dislocation dipoles
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One or two dipoles are observed depending on the way final stressOne or two dipoles are observed depending on the way final stress
FFff is reached ( is reached (ttrr== ramping time selects the final configuration): ramping time selects the final configuration):
                                        cc t trr=F=Fff  , F(t) = c t H(, F(t) = c t H(ttrr  -t) + F-t) + Ff  f  H(t-H(t- t trr).).

More possibilities? Bifurcation diagram.More possibilities? Bifurcation diagram.
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The branch of stationary stable solutions originating at the
perfect lattice for F=0 dies at F=Fn. A subcritical pitchfork
bifurcation takes place. Two initially unstable branches which
later become stable are created.
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• At At   F=FF=Fn n  an  an eigenvalue eigenvalue vanishes. Defects nucleate in thevanishes. Defects nucleate in the
region where the corresponding region where the corresponding eigenfunction eigenfunction ϕϕ attains its attains its
largest values.largest values.

•• Why do dipoles split? Because the threshold for nucleation is Why do dipoles split? Because the threshold for nucleation is
larger than the threshold for dislocation motion.larger than the threshold for dislocation motion.

• Why one or two dipoles?Why one or two dipoles?

      Branch 1:  s(F      Branch 1:  s(Fnn) + ) + αα  ϕϕ,  ,  αα~ (F-F~ (F-Fnn))1/21/2

      Branch 2:        Branch 2:  s(Fs(Fnn) - ) - αα  ϕϕ

The stable stationary sheared lattice near FThe stable stationary sheared lattice near Fnn is perturbed by is perturbed by
either adding or subtracting the either adding or subtracting the eigenfunctioneigenfunction. Two different. Two different
perturbations give rise to two different patternsperturbations give rise to two different patterns

••  HysteresisHysteresis: Stable solutions corresponding to a sheared: Stable solutions corresponding to a sheared
lattice with and without defects coexist for F close to Flattice with and without defects coexist for F close to Fnn..

•• Nucleation may be observed before reaching F Nucleation may be observed before reaching Fnn..
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Nucleation criterionNucleation criterion
••  Nucleation of dislocations happens for shear strengths F near (butNucleation of dislocations happens for shear strengths F near (but
not above) a threshold Fnot above) a threshold Fnn..

•• Below the threshold, the Below the threshold, the linearized  linearized problems about the stationaryproblems about the stationary
configurations have negative configurations have negative eigenvalueseigenvalues. The sheared lattices. The sheared lattices
without defects are stable.without defects are stable.

••  At the threshold, a At the threshold, a subcritical subcritical pitchfork bifurcation occurs, at leastpitchfork bifurcation occurs, at least
one one eigenvalue eigenvalue vanishes and changes sign. The associatedvanishes and changes sign. The associated
eigenvector locates the nucleation region (maximum values).eigenvector locates the nucleation region (maximum values).

•• The The atraction  atraction basin of the sheared lattice without defects shrinks.basin of the sheared lattice without defects shrinks.
A jump to a dislocated branch is likely before reaching FA jump to a dislocated branch is likely before reaching Fnn..

••  The nucleated pattern is not unique. Different defect types can be  The nucleated pattern is not unique. Different defect types can be
nucleated depending on how the load is applied.nucleated depending on how the load is applied.
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In more complex geometries, similar criteria may hold.In more complex geometries, similar criteria may hold.
A simple indentation test:A simple indentation test:
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After the first loop isAfter the first loop is
nucleated, other loopsnucleated, other loops
follow. The firstfollow. The first
discontinuity in thediscontinuity in the
curve marks the changecurve marks the change
from elastic to plasticfrom elastic to plastic
and should correspondand should correspond
to a bifurcation.to a bifurcation.
The rest?The rest?
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•• Two thresholds for motion Two thresholds for motion::
            dynamic threshold dynamic threshold FFcdcd  ≤≤  static threshold static threshold FFcscs

      Below Below FFcscs, , pinned dislocations pinned dislocations ((staticstatic  Peierls Peierls stressstress).).
      Above Above FFcdcd, , moving dislocations moving dislocations ((dynamicaldynamical  Peierls Peierls stressstress).).
      FFcdcd==FFcscs, in , in the overdamped limit the overdamped limit m=0m=0..

•• Static edge dislocations are generated  Static edge dislocations are generated 
from the singular solution from the singular solution bbθθ(x,y/(x,y/√√A)/2A)/2ππ  
((the the angle function angle function θθ  ∈∈ [0,2 [0,2ππ))))

•• We apply a shear stress of strength F We apply a shear stress of strength F
in the x direction in a lattice with a staticin the x direction in a lattice with a static
dislocation.dislocation.

((Carpio Carpio AML 2002,AML 2002, Carpio Carpio-Bonilla PRL 2003)-Bonilla PRL 2003)

 6. Bifurcation theory for depinning
              Why do static defects start moving?              Why do static defects start moving?
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••   Moving dislocations identified with    Moving dislocations identified with traveling wave frontstraveling wave fronts,,
      uuijij  = u(i-ct,j).= u(i-ct,j).    Their far field moves  uniformly at the sameTheir far field moves  uniformly at the same
   speed    speed θθ(x-(x-ctct,y/,y/√√A) + F yA) + F y

        

 damped

Analytical
prediction

overdamped

Fcd Fce
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In theIn the overdamped  overdamped limit (m=0) the static critical stress limit (m=0) the static critical stress FFcscs
and the velocity are predicted by a bifurcation analysis:and the velocity are predicted by a bifurcation analysis:

•• Linear stability of the stationary solutions for |F| Linear stability of the stationary solutions for |F|≤≤FFcscs  ⇒⇒
negative eigenvaluesnegative eigenvalues, , one vanishes at  one vanishes at  F=F=FFcscs..

•• Normal  Normal form near form near FFcscs: : ϕϕ’’ =  = αα (F- (F-FFcscs)+)+ββ  ϕϕ22      ⇒⇒
    solutions blow solutions blow up in up in finite finite timetime

••  Wave front profiles exhibiting steps above Wave front profiles exhibiting steps above FFcscs
⇒⇒    at at FFcscs profiles become discontinuous profiles become discontinuous..

•• Near  Near FFcscs, , wave velocity is the reciprocal of the width ofwave velocity is the reciprocal of the width of
blow up time interval :blow up time interval :  |c(F)|=|c(F)|=√√αβαβ(F-(F-FFcscs)/)/ππ..

In the general case (mIn the general case (m≠≠0) a new threshold appears. This is0) a new threshold appears. This is
easier to understand in 1D models.easier to understand in 1D models.



7. 7. One One dimensional dimensional waveswaves

  uun+1n+1(t)= u(t)= unn(t-1/c)(t-1/c),,

      uunn(t)= w(n-ct)(t)= w(n-ct)

Pinned wave frontsPinned wave fronts

uunn´´´´++αα u unn´́= u= un+1n+1-2u-2unn+u+un-1n-1--AsinAsin(u(unn)+F)+F Moving wave fronts Moving wave fronts

FrenkelFrenkel--Kontorova Kontorova (1938)(1938)
1D defect1D defect→→ kink in a chain kink in a chain



  uunn´´´´+ + uunn´́ =  u =  un+1  n+1  - 2 u- 2 unn + u + un-1n-1 - A g(u - A g(unn) +F,  g(s) ) +F,  g(s) bistablebistable

3 zeros, two of3 zeros, two of
them stable.them stable.

Fronts:Fronts: Solutions Solutions
connecting the twoconnecting the two
stable zeros.stable zeros.

Speeds?Speeds?
Thresholds?Thresholds?

Typical choices:Typical choices:
     g(s)= sin(s)             g(s)=   s,      0<s<1/2 extended periodically     g(s)= sin(s)             g(s)=   s,      0<s<1/2 extended periodically
                                                s+1,  1/2<s<1                                                s+1,  1/2<s<1



    εεuunn´´´´++αα  uunn´́ = u = un+1n+1 - 2u - 2unn + u + un-1n-1 -  - AgAg(u(unn) +F,   g ) +F,   g piecewise piecewise linearlinear

•• u unn(t)= u(n-ct) (t)= u(n-ct) ⇒⇒ differential-difference equation for u(x), c, x=n-ct differential-difference equation for u(x), c, x=n-ct

cc2 2 εε u u´´´´(x) -c (x) -c ααuu´́(x)= u(x+1) - 2u(x) + u(x-1) -(x)= u(x+1) - 2u(x) + u(x-1) -AuAu(x) +H(-x) +F(c )(x) +H(-x) +F(c )
u(-u(-∞∞) ) ≈≈ U U11(F(c )/A), u((F(c )/A), u(∞∞) ) ≈≈ U U33(F(c )/A),(F(c )/A),
u<1/2  u<1/2  for for x<0, u>1/2 x<0, u>1/2 for for x>0x>0

••  profile u(x) and relationship between F and c are given by contourprofile u(x) and relationship between F and c are given by contour
  integrals, that can be calculated by residuesintegrals, that can be calculated by residues
•• infinitely many complex poles, plus zero, plus a finite set of real infinitely many complex poles, plus zero, plus a finite set of real
    poles if poles if αα=0=0

u(x)  =    F -  A   ∫Ω  eikx  dk,  L(k)= A+ 4 sin(k/2)2 - k2εεc2 - k- kααcc i i
               A    πi         kL(k)
u(1/2) = 0 ⇒ F(c )

Atkinson-Cabrera PRB Atkinson-Cabrera PRB 1965,1965,  CarpioCarpio-Bonilla PRE 2003,-Bonilla PRE 2003, Carpio Carpio PRE 2004  PRE 2004 



αα  ≈≈00 εε≈≈00

••  αα = 0 = 0  finite number of real poles finite number of real poles ⇒⇒ contour indented according to a    contour indented according to a   
radiation conditionradiation condition, profiles exhibit , profiles exhibit uniformly oscillatinguniformly oscillating  tailstails
••  αα = 0 = 0 resonance in double poles  resonance in double poles ⇒⇒ fronts with different profile and  fronts with different profile and     
velocity velocity coexistcoexist for a given F, only  for a given F, only one branch of stable solutionsone branch of stable solutions

•• there exist a  there exist a minimal velocityminimal velocity  and a and a minimal forceminimal force  needed to sustainneeded to sustain
wave front propagation wave front propagation ⇒⇒    dynamic critical dynamic critical ≠≠ static critical F static critical F
••  εε= 0= 0 infinitely many imaginary poles with large imaginary part  infinitely many imaginary poles with large imaginary part ⇒⇒
    monotone F(c ) and u(x), no coexistencemonotone F(c ) and u(x), no coexistence



Fcd

Fce

1       •

•

                                                                                          
••  Two thresholds: Two thresholds: FFcdcd(A) (A) ≤≤ F Fcece(A)(A)
      |F||F|≥≥FFcdcd(A) (A) ∃∃ smooth traveling smooth traveling wavefronts wavefronts
      |F||F|≤≤FFcscs(A) (A)   ∃∃ static discrete fronts static discrete fronts
      Static and dynamicStatic and dynamic Peierls  Peierls stresses, frictionstresses, friction  
••  If If αα << 0, F fixed,  << 0, F fixed, coexistencecoexistence::
   - Stable traveling and pinned fronts coexist   - Stable traveling and pinned fronts coexist
   - Traveling fronts with different profiles and   - Traveling fronts with different profiles and
    speeds coexist, only one stable    speeds coexist, only one stable

••  Fronts start to propagate with   Fronts start to propagate with positive speedpositive speed
  above a  above a  minimun minimun forceforce  
••  Saddle-node bifurcation in the branch of Saddle-node bifurcation in the branch of 
    traveling waves, traveling waves, |c(F)-c|c(F)-cmm|=k |=k √√ (F- (F-FFcdcd)), oscillatory , oscillatory 
    front profilesfront profiles
••  Same conclusions seem to hold when g is smooth  Same conclusions seem to hold when g is smooth
••  Deep contrast when compared to  Deep contrast when compared to
                      uutttt  -- u uxxxx  = - sin(u) +F= - sin(u) +F

BifurcationBifurcation
diagramdiagram



            Carpio,Carpio,ChapmanChapman,,HastingsHastings,,McleodMcleod, EJAM (2000), EJAM (2000)

  uunn´́ =  u =  un+1  n+1  - 2 u- 2 unn + u + un-1n-1 - A sin(u - A sin(unn) +F) +F

 Overdamped Overdamped limit:limit: F Fcdcd(A) = (A) = FFcece(A)(A)
•• |F|  |F| ≤≤ F Fcece(A), (A), stationary discretestationary discrete  wave fronts wave fronts ..
•• |F| > F |F| > Fcece(A), (A), u(n-u(n-ctct): ): smooth travelingsmooth traveling  wave fronts wave fronts ..
•• c  c →→0 as F 0 as F →→F(A)F(A)++..
•• F Fcece (A)>0  (A)>0 for large enough for large enough A (A (strongly discrete limitstrongly discrete limit).).
•• F Fcece (A) (A)  →→0 as A 0 as A →→0 (0 (continuum limitcontinuum limit).).
••  Stationary solutions Stationary solutions are are continuous only if continuous only if F=0.F=0.
••  Stationary and moving wave fronts Stationary and moving wave fronts do do not coexistnot coexist..

- c u- c u´́(x) = u(x+1) - 2u(x) + u(x+1) - A sin(u(x) ) +F(x) = u(x+1) - 2u(x) + u(x+1) - A sin(u(x) ) +F
  u(-  u(-∞∞)=U)=U11(F/A), u((F/A), u(∞∞)=U)=U22(F/A),  x=n-(F/A),  x=n-ctct



        Carpio-Bonilla, PRL (2001), SIAP (2003),Carpio-Bonilla, PRL (2001), SIAP (2003), Fath Fath,, Physica Physica D (1998) D (1998)

Discrete transitionDiscrete transition:    F(A)>0:    F(A)>0,,    c(F) c(F) ≈≈ k  k √√(F-F(A)).(F-F(A)).
      ((GenericGeneric))                                    Wave front profiles becomeWave front profiles become  discontinuousdiscontinuous..
                                                                            SaddleSaddle--node bifurcation node bifurcation λλ=0=0 in F(A). in F(A).

Continuous transitionContinuous transition:    F(A)=0:    F(A)=0,,    c(F) c(F) ≈≈ k (F-F(A)). k (F-F(A)).
  ((AnomalousAnomalous))
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5. Conclusions and open problems5. Conclusions and open problems

•• Simple discrete models: dislocations are stationary or traveling Simple discrete models: dislocations are stationary or traveling
wave solutions.wave solutions.

•• Open existence problems in simple math setting. Open existence problems in simple math setting.

••Analytical criterion to predict the critical stress for homogeneousAnalytical criterion to predict the critical stress for homogeneous
  nucleation of dislocations in a perfect crystal and the location of  nucleation of dislocations in a perfect crystal and the location of
  nucleation sites. Similar criteria for nucleation in indentation or  nucleation sites. Similar criteria for nucleation in indentation or
  fracture tests?  fracture tests?

•• Analytical theory for Analytical theory for depinning  depinning transitions as global bifurcationstransitions as global bifurcations
  explaining role of static and dynamic  explaining role of static and dynamic Peierls  Peierls stresses.stresses.

•• Qualitative agreement with experiments. Qualitative agreement with experiments.  Quantitative?Quantitative?  Do theseDo these
  analytical theories survive in MD models?  analytical theories survive in MD models?


